1 Introduction

In theoretical computer science, formulas are used to describe complex structures using elementary operators such as logical connectives and modalities. In particular, the proof theory of propositional logic typically considers formulas built from a very limited palette of binary (connectives) and unary (modalities) operators. Beside the restriction on the basic operators does not generally limit the expressiveness of the language, as soon as proof theory is used to define paradigms as “formulas-as-types”, “formulas-as-programs”, or “formulas-as-processes”, this limitation leads to a payout in term of efficiency whenever we aim at providing efficient implementations: in order to describe complex interaction, ad-hoc encodings need to be put in place. As a consequence, automated tools relying on formula-based proof systems are either sub-optimal, because of the blow-up in computational complexity due to the use of encodings, or sacrifice the quality of information, by reducing their scope to only considering simpler configurations. This latter possibility may lead to information loss, potentially causing, among others, security issues or imprecise results in AI for decision systems.

For this reason, graphs are often used in computer science practice from abstract definitions to practical implementation to describe systems with complex interactions: it is often the case that “a picture is worth a thousand words”. By means of example, consider a system consisting of four processes $a$, $b$, $c$ and $d$ racing to access shared resources, and assume that the pairs of processes $a$ and $b$, $b$ and $c$, and $c$ and $d$ share the access to a same resource. This configuration can be represented by the graph below on the left (called $P_4$) where vertices represent processes and an edge is drawn whenever two processes share the access to a same resource.
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Similarly, we could consider a dependency relation (e.g., causality) in a system with where $a$ depends from $b$, and $c$ depends from both $b$ and $d$. In this case, again, the binary relation of “non-causal dependency” can be represented by a graph with similar shape (see the graph above on the right). It is well-known that the graph $P_4$ cannot be represented by a formula containing only binary connectives and with a one-to-one correspondence between atoms and vertices of the graph $\{15, 20\}$. At the same time, the pattern $P_4$ occurs in any graph representing a non series-parallel relation, which are ubiquitous in distributed systems (see, e.g., non-transitive conflict of interest relations in control access models such as $\{7\}$, in dependency graphs, or in producer-consumer queues).

It is worthy notice that the use of graph-based syntaxes are used in logic and proof theory exactly for their expressiveness: a same object may admit multiple representations, but graphs allows us to provide more canonical ones. By means of example, graphs are largely used in defining semantics (see, e.g., Kripke semantics for modal logics $\{6\}$), in proof systems capturing those semantical structures (see, e.g., nested sequents $\{22, 8, 25\}$), and in proof systems capturing proof equivalence (e.g., proof nets $\{16\}$ or combinatorial proofs $\{19, 12\}$).

However, proof theory has rarely considered graphs as primitive terms to reason on: prior to $\{3, 4, 2\}$ we cannot find proof systems conceived to handle graphs as terms of an inference system defined with proof-theoretical purposes.$^1$ In these works, the authors move from the well-known correspondence between classical propositional formulas and cographs (graphs containing no induced subgraph isomorphic to a $P_4$) $\{20\}$ to generalize proof theoretical methodologies for inference systems on formulas to graphs. In fact, we could say that inference systems operating on formulas can be seen as inference systems operating on cographs, that is, on graphs with “less complex” structure where no induced subgraph isomorphic to $P_4$ occurs.$^2$ In these works, the authors consider only deep inference $\{18, 5\}$ formalism to design proof systems

---

1 Another line of works $\{9, 29, 10, 14, 13\}$ explored the extensions of the semantics of boolean logic from cographs encoding formulas to graphs. These works are motivated by the study of valid linear inferences extending the semantics of boolean logic, and the proof theory for this logic has only been developed after its semantics.

2 Several NP-hard optimization problems on graphs become solvable in polynomial time if restricted to cographs $\{23\}$. 
Figure 1: The lattice of the logics on formulas we discuss in this talk and the lattice of graphical logics defined by the interpretation of graphical connectives as prime graphs. The logics below the dotted line contain formulas where only the binary connectives for conjunction and disjunction occurs; similarly, the graphical logics below the dotted line are families of cographs.

operating on graphs. Such unconventional choice with respect to, e.g., sequent calculi or natural deduction, pays off in \cite{2}, where a proof system operating on graphs with both symmetric and non-symmetric edges defines a conservative extension of the non-commutative logic $BV$ \cite{2}, for which a cut-free sequent calculus cannot exist \cite{28}.

**Main contributions**

In this talk we discuss the results in \cite{1} including:

- how to extend the methodologies used in proof theory to reason on formulas, to reason on graphs;
- sequent calculi operating graphs;
- the graphical logic GS from \cite{3, 4} admits a sound and complete sequent system;
- a syntax for proof nets for the substructural logics operating on graphs we introduce.

For this purpose, we introduce the notion of **graphical connectives** to define formulas whose purpose is to represent graphs via the **graph modular decompositions**, that is, abstract syntax trees describing graphs with a term of linear size with respect to the number of vertices of the graph. This provides foundation to the methodologies used in \cite{3, 4, 10} to design proof systems operating on graphs by handling their modular decomposition trees.

We then introduce proof systems in which graphical connectives, are used as **generalized multiplicative connectives** (in the sense of \cite{11, 17}). We recall the basic proof theoretical properties of these systems, such as cut-elimination, initial coherence and a weaker notion of the analyticity condition taking into account the richer structure of non-binary connectives. Then, relying on these results, we prove that these logics are conservative extensions of multiplicative linear logic with and without mix and that the latter logic capture graph isomorphism as a logical equivalence between formulas.

We prove that the sequent system MPL$^\circ$ is sound and complete with respect to the set of graphs in the graphical logic GS from \cite{3, 4}. This result indirectly provides a proof of of existence of a sequent system for the logic GS, as well as a proof of analyticity and transitivity of implication for this GS relying on more standard techniques\footnote{The logic $BV$ is a NP-time decidable fragment of Pomset logic \cite{24, 23}. This logic is sound and complete with respect to series-parallel order refinements: if $\phi$ and $\psi$ are formulas encoding series-parallel orders, then the order encoded by $\phi$ is a refinement of the order encoded by $\psi$ if and only if $r_{BV}(\phi) \Rightarrow r_{BV}(\psi)$.}

Then in the second part of the talk we discuss a formalism for proof nets for the MPL and MPL$^\circ$ extending Retoré’s syntax of RB-proof nets \cite{26}. For this purpose, we extend this syntax with new gate types

\footnote{The full proof of the admissibility of the rule simulating the cut in deep inference systems in the system GS, as well as the proof that GS is a conservative extension of multiplicative linear logic with mix, are quite convoluted and takes several pages in the Appendix of \cite{4}.}
Figure 2: A graph, the abstract syntax tree of its modular decomposition, and a derivation in MPL° of the formula encoding it.

Figure 3: The RB-proof net encoding the derivation in Figure 2.

generalizing the gates for the binary connectives $\otimes$ and $\otimes$ to the graphical connectives previously introduced. For this proof nets formalism, we provide correctness criteria to characterize both logics MPL and MPL° together with a sequentialization procedure obtained by refining Retoré's criterion and considering additional information, which can be derived by the topology of the graph, which reminds sequential edges in C-nets [14].
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